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Panguni Uthiram Festival:

Panguni Uthiram, also known as Paiguni Uttaram, is an important Tamil Hindu

festival, which is observed in Panguni month when Nakshatra Uthiram or Uttara

Phalguni prevails.

@chittukuruvi4 @GunduHuDuGa
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Panguni is the twelfth month in Tamil Calendar, which is recognized as Meena month in other solar calendars. On this day

Uthiram Nakshatra coincides with full moon and is believed to be the auspicious occasion for most of the divine marriages.

@SriramKannan77
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It is believed that the marriages of Goddess Parvati with Bhagwan Shiva, Goddess Deivayanai with God Murugan, and

Goddess Sita with Sri Rama were conducted on Panguni Uthiram day.

@RajeAiyer @narayanagl @beingpavithraS
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Since it is regarded as the wedding day of Goddess Deivayanai and God Subramanya, it is an important festival celebrated

in Murugan temples where hundreds of devotees gather to participate in the festival. @JumbuTweeple @NandiniVenkate3
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On this day Goddess Parvati in the form of Gowri married Bhagwan Shiva in Kanchipuram and hence this day is also 

celebrated as Gowri Kalyanam day. 

@AnuSatheesh5 @anexcommie @GEEMS71 
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It is on this day Goddess Mahalakshmi incarnated on Earth during churning of the Milky Ocean or Ksheera Sagara Manthan

and hence this day is also observed as Mahalakshmi Jayanti.

@MuraliAthreya @Jaz_baatein @sidragh1
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Ayyappa Jayanti is also celebrated on this day. God Ayyappa was born to Bhagwan Shiva and Mohini, where Mohini was

the female form of God Vishnu.

#PanguniUthiram

#SanatanDharma

#Festival

#Om_Namah_Shivay
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